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The best we can wish for is fl
you through your May a cheery, con

season, all the things you've that, until we wish again, we

- is our Christmas Christmas be yours?this is
wished for, that are good remain as good friends as ' \u25a0

wish for you.
my sh for you>
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for you< we have in the past.
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the year. Good cheer! Merry cj
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Thanking you for your patron
Whatever you wish for this

May the candles that twinkle age we extend to you our best
Christmas for yourself ?we
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' wishes for an old fashioned Mer-
wish you double! May the holiday

this Christmas night be beacons ry Christmas and a New Year
season find you prosperous, IBSBRBHIHifilled with Happiness and Pros- , _ _
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of joy, signals of achievement DPritv

healthy and happy. Man cannot

wish for more. 38
for you. The compliments of f| i
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The dollars that come in over our
Lest H b* said that c °mmercial Not by might, not by power; but the spirit (

organizations are soulless, we For your past favors?and with a

counters go out again in trade. .. . thi ODDOrtu nity of express-
*n man - HAILCHRISTMAS .take this opportunity ot express

hope for yQur continued frie nd-
But your friendship we have lock- ing our heartfelt appreciation of
ed into the vaults of our hearts your past patronage, and wish
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??our most dear possession. A for a Merry Christmas to you! earnest greetings and a wish for
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merry Christmas to you! a Merry Christmas.
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is in the assurance it brings that this year, j

We trust we have left no stone among our
. & Among eur assets we like te unturned toward making this.
j May a cheer, contented
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Shut your eyes, and wish! And we thank you for all you've
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my wish for you. - ? r ,
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Christmas and a happ, and but as a friend. The best of we wish you, too. ?\u25a0\u25a0 . ,
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